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ABSTRACT
A high resolution acoustic navigation system for ocean use
is being developed at the Woods Hole oceanographic Institution.
The system can yield navigation fixes with respect to a bottom
moored reference net with accuracies (on a fix to fix basis) of
a few centimeters. In order to use the system to best advan-
tage a survey is required to determine precisely the relative
positions of the net elements. Each element combines a pulse
transponder with a continuous wave (CW) beacon. Accumulated
phase (Doppler shift of the CW beacon) between survey points is
measured as well as acoustic travel times between survey points
and transponders. Non-linear regression techniques are employed
to develop a maximum likelihood estimator for net element
positions based on these phase and travel time measurements.
An approximate error covariance matrix is generated and an
optimum choice of survey points is indicated., The combined
system, using these selected locations for performing the survey,
can yield reference mooring coordinates with error of 11 meter.
improved precision appears to be limited by inaccuracies in the
pulse and Doppler measuring system.
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I INTRODUCTION
There are many methods currently used to position ships,
submersibles, buoys or submerged instruments in the deep ocean.
Broadly speaking they can be divided into two types. The first
method positions via electromagnetic transmission from a shore
station or satellite ~hose position or orbit is precisely known.
Such systems operate at long ranges but are limited in accuracy
to about 100-200 meters at best.. Furthermore, these systems
require above surface antennas and are therefore of little use
in positioning entirely submerged vehicles. The second method
positions via acoustic transmission from a set of transponders
or beacons, usually moored to the ocean bottom, whose relative
positions are precisely known. When operated in the pulsed or
transponder mode, position inac~uracies of an acoustic system
can be as small as 10-20. meters in 5 km water depths. When
operated in a continuous, or Doppler mode, the accuracy can
approach 3-4 centimeters. The range of acoustic systems is
usually severely limited by a number of factors, the most im-
portant of which are acoustic refraction and attenuation of
sound in sea water due to spreading and absorption in the ocean.
Current acoustic systems have ranges of about 10 km.
A navigation system utilizing acoustic beacons (Fig. 1)
which operate in both a pulse and continuous wave mode is being
developed. This system capitalizes on the attributes of both
-7-








Figure 1. Acoustic Navigation Beacon Net
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the pulse and Doppler modes and will be capable of positioning
a platform with respect to an array of reference beacons to an
accuracy of 1-2 meters and of repositioning a platform within
10 centimeters of a previous position. To make full use of the
system capabilities a survey is required to accurately deter-
mine the relative positions of the reference beacons. The pur-
pose of this investigation is to develop an accurate survey
technique. Algorithms for estimating the beacon positions and
the errors in those positions are derived. Performance is
predicted using computer models. The estimation method used is
a straightforward extension of the pulse system technique des-
cribed by Hunt et al. (1974).
1) Description of System
Pulse (transponder) navigation systems measure the travel
time of an acoustic pulse to estimate the slant range to a
transponder. Shipboard processing equipment interrogates the
bottom moored transponders and measures the time of arrival of
the reply pulse from each transponder. Sound velocity correc-
tions and corrections for fixed system delay times are applied~
and travel times are converted into estimates of slant range to
the transponders. The accuracy of tpe measurement is d~pen-
dent upon the pulse bandwidth and the signal-to-noise ratio in
the received pulse. Systems of this type are widely in use in
-9-
oceanographic research, submerged rescue operations and commer-
cial enterprises in the ocean (Boegeman et a 1., 1972 i Cestone
and St. George, 1972i Van Calcar, 1969).
A continuous wave (CW) beacon system has been developed
at the Woods Hole oceanographic Institution to accurately
track the position of ship-mounted and .submerged hydrophones
(Porter et al., 1973). The system measures the frequency
change of a continuous tone due to hydrophone motion. Hydro-
phone velocity and displacement are derived from the beacon
signal Doppler shift which is given by
~ f = fB fD = -fB(v/c),
where fD is the Doppler shifted beacon frequency due to a
hydrophone velocity v, fB is the beacon frequency and c is the
speed of sound in water. Doppler shift is proportional to
beacon frequency. Hence the accuracy of the measurement is
dependent on the beacon frequency and the signal-to-noise
ratio in the narrow band that encompasses the maximum Doppler
shift. Because the beacon frequency is much greater than the
pulse bandwidth of transponder systems the Doppler system can
measure range changes much more accurately than the pulse
system assuming that both systems have the same signal-to-
noise ratio. In the present implementation of the system,
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accumulated phase change ø (t) = 2 ~(6f) t is measured by digital
techniques and hydrophone displacements ,of a quarter wavelength
can be resolved. A wavelength for 13 kHz (a typical beacon
frequency) is À = 11.5 centimeters, so that resolution is
about À /4 ~ 3 cm. Phase changes due to inhomogeneities and
fluctuations in the water column are negligible over the range
of the system. We discuss this in Section III. 2.
2) Previous Survey Techniques
Several investigations have been conducted to develop an
optimum technique for determining the coordinates of ocean
bottom acoustic transponders. No satisfactory survey has been
developed previously for an array of bottom-moored CW beacons.
Surveys of acoustic transponders generally fall into Lwo.
categories: baseline crossing and iterative techniques. The
baseline crossing technique, described by Haehnle (1967) and
Hart (1967), is often referred to as the conventional or class-
ical transponder survey method. The method requires that the
depth of the transponders be previously determined from inde-
pendent measurements. The baseline length, i.e., the horizon-
tal distance between two transponders, is determined by steaming
across a baseline and measuring the slant range to the two
transponders during the traverse. This requires accurate s11ip
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positioning and large amounts of ship time to yield accurate
results. More recent iterative techniques are based on or are
similar to that described by Vanderkulk (1961). Vanderkulk
showed that for three bottom transponders and six co-planar
survey positions whose depths are known, the positions and
depths of the transponders can be found by solving six linear
equations. A unique solution exists when the survey positions
do not lie on a conic section. When more than six survey posi-
tions are used the additional equations result in an over-
determined situation for which minimum least squared error
techniques have been successfully applied, (Lowenstein, 1965;
MCKeown, 1974; Mourad et al., 1972; Heckman and Abbott, 1973;
Hunt et al., 1974).
3) Pulse-Doppler Survey Technique
The pulse-Doppler survey consists of making measurements
of travel times of acoustic pulses and accumulated phase
changes of CW signa ls at various survey points. These are con-
verted to slant ranges arid slant rang~ differences, respect-
ively. The pulse-Doppler survey can yield more accurate results
than the pulse survey alone due to the higher resolution of the
Doppler system mea surement.
The slant range (SR) between a transpo~der and a survey
point is equal to the travel time (TT) multiplied by an
-12-
effective sound speed, Ve:
SR = Ve . TT
The effective sound speed is a function of the sound velocity
profile, the depths of the transponde~ and the survey point
and varies with the amount of acoustic refraction (Vass, 1966).
For m survey points there are m measurements of slant range
for each transponder.
The change in slant range, DSR, between a beacon and two
survey points is proportional to the change in accumulated
phase, Ø(t2) - Ø(ti) and the wavelength of the signal, À = c/fB:
DSR = ( ø (t2) - ø (ti ) J À /2 1T
The received signal,
s (t) = A (t ) exp t - j 2 1T f:ò t 1,.
where fD = fB +fBv/c is the Doppler shifted frequency, can
be written as
s (t) = A (t) exp t - j (2 1T f B t + ø (t) J 1
where the phase variation due to a finite receiver velocity is
Ø(t) = 2 1T fBt v/c (Porter et aL., 1973). In general v is a
..
function of time, v = v (t). However, we assume that the
sampling interval is short enough to consider v constant. In
practice, an interval of .1 sec is used so the assumption is
valid. Measurement of accumulated phase change provides
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velocity and displacement information along the beacon-survey
point vector, i.e., the displacement iS,the change in slant
range. For m survey points there are m - 1 measurements of
slant range differences for each beacon.
The measurements of travel times and phase changes may
be made at the same or different survey points. Only the case
where the measurements are made at the same points will be
discussed in detail since this technique is more efficient in
practice. The method of solution for the transponder coordin-
ates is the same in either case but the associated errors will
be different.
Non-linear regression methods as outlined by Draper and
Smith (1966) are used to analyze this survey problem. Under
the assumptions given in the following section the maximum
likelihood estimator for the beacon positions is found. An
approximate covariance matrix for the estimates and a pro-
cedure for optimizing the choice of survey points is developed.
The sources of error and their effect on the estimates of the
beacon coordinates are discussed.
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II PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The problem of parameter estimation can be briefly des-
cribed as follows: given a system from which information can
be received and whose state is characterized by a set of p
parameters, make some estimate of the state of the system from
the information received. The information, which will gener-
ally be perturbed by noise, may be measurements, a message, or
some other observations on the system.




(81, 92,..., 8p) :: true parameter values
(êi' ê2,..., êp) :: estimated parameter va lues
F1 :: F' (8) ::
- - (fi' f2, . . . fn J :: noiseless message
yi :: (Yl'Y2'...'YnJ :: message (observations perturbed
by noise)
'"
where 8, ~, F, and y denote column vectors and (i) denotes
transpose (Manasse, 1960).
When a noiseless message F( G) is received, the information
is sufficient to determine 8 exactly if the number of measure-
ments n is not less than the number of parameters p. When
n:: p the problem is called the MINIMUM DATA case. When n ;: p
it is called the REDUNDANT DATA case.
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1) The Maximum Likelihood Estimate
When the observations Yare received, some criteria must
be used to determine an optimum estimate ê since Y differs
from F due to the presence of noise. One often used decision
rule is based on the maximum likelihood principle. This
. "
principle prescribes that the observer choose the 8 which
renders the observations Y most likely; that is, it maximizes
the conditional probability density P (Y 1 ~). When expressed
as a function of Y and 8 this is called the likelihood function
and is sometimes written L(Y;~). When the ~ priori probability
densi ty P (~) can be considered to be a constant over the
region of interest then the maximum likelihood estimator also
maximizes P (81 Y) . . .This can be shown by the use of Bayes
Theorem to express the ~ posteriori probability density
P(8IY) intermsofP(YI~) andP(8):
P (Y I 8) P (~)
P(8IY) =
P (Y)
= Cl P (YI ~) (1 )
where P (Y) = j P (Y If) P (~) d8
(Note that P (Y) is not a function of 8 and can be treated as a
constant of proportionality) .
~
The estimate 8 which maximizes the likelihood function
L(Yi~) must satisfy the equations
-16-
aL(Yi9)
= 0 i = 1,2,...,p
;ã9.i
for the p different parameters.
We now consider some properties of the maximum likelihood
estimator and the special case of additive Gaussian noise.
2) Properties of the Maximum Likelihood Estimator
It is desirable that an estimate be both consistent, and
"
unbiased. An estimator is consistent if the estimate, ~,
converges in probability to the true value 9. This is an
asymptotic property because it concerns the behavior of an
estimator as the number of "measurements tends to infinity. An
estimator is unbiased if the expected vaiue of. the estimate is
equal to the true value, i.e.,
A
E (~) = 9
where E (x) = J x p (x) dx
In general the maximum likelihood estimator is not unbiased
but it is consistent when the measurement errors are small.
The variance of an estimate,
v(ê) = E t ( ê - E(ê) J 2 1
is a measure of the fluctuation of an estimate about its mean.
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Small variance is a desired property. An asymptotic measure
of this property is efficiency ~ An estimator is said to be
efficient if the asymptotic variance of the estimate is no
larger than the asymptotic variance obtained using any other
estimator. The maximum likelihood estimator, when it is con-
tinuous and the firs~ and second derivatives exist and are
absolutely integrable, is efficient. It can be shown that
maximum likelihood estimates are asymptotically normally dis-
tributed with mean ~ and variance 1/R2 (~) where
R2 (~) ~ E ( ( ai:: L ) 2 J (Kendall and stuart, 1967).
In the case of additive Gaussian noise the form of the
likelihood function can be determined and expressions for the
variance of the estimates can b~ developed.
3) The Maximum Likelihood Estimate in the Case of Additive
Gaussian Noise
The message is assumed to be perturbed by additive
Gaussian noise, e, so that
y = F (~) + e (2 )
where e is characterized by an n x n moment matrix M;
M = E r (-X - F) (Y - F)' 1 = E (ee i )
-18-
The multidimensional Gaussian distribution of the error can
be expressed as
-~ (~) = C2 exp t -1/2 re i M-le 1 1
or
P(Y - F) = C2 eXPt-l/2lY - F )iM-l (y - FJ J
where C2 is a positive constant (see, for example,p. 151
Davenport and Root, 1958).
From equation (2) it can be seen that the probability
density of Y given F is equal to the probability density of
the errori that is
P (YtE) = P (~) = P (Y - F)
and since F is a function of e this density is also the proba-
bility density of Y given e. The likelihood function, there-
fore, is equal to the probability density function of the
error, namely a multidimensional normal distribution, that
is,
L (Y; e) = P (Y I e) = P (Y - F (e) ) .
Thus
L(y;e) = C2 expi-l/2(Y - FJ' M-1CY - FJt (3)
The likelihood function is a maximum when the magnitude of
the exponent, (Y - FJ i M-l CY - F J' . is a minimum.
~~en the noise e has zero mean and the error in each
measurement is statistically independent of the errors in the
-19-
other measurements the moment matrix M is diagonal






1 2 0bí 1/(L22 .
and -1 . '. l/Cí 2M = 0 n
where cç 2 denotes the variance of the error in the k th mea sure-
ment. The moment matrix, M, can be written in terms of weight-
ing factors wi and the standard error d. The matrix of
-1
weighting factors is denoted by V
l/Wl
°2 l¡ i.







o .wn (4 )
where w. = 0'2 / if, 2 .1 1
The maximum likelihood estimate in this case is the weighted
least squares estimate since the magnitude of the exponent
in equation (3) is proportional to tne weighted sum of squared
errors:
-20-
n1/2(Y - F(e)JI M-l(Y - F(e)J = 2~2 irl '(Yi - fi(e))2 wi
When the variances of the errors are equal then the weighting
factors, wi' are equal to one, and the maximum likelihood
estimate is the familiar least squares estimate which minimizes




(y,_f.(e))21 1 - .
Assume that a rather accurate estimate of e has been
obtained and that F (e) can be approximated by a first order
Taylor ser ies




is an n' x p matrix of derivatives with . .thA lJ
e
~e 1\and the errors = e e are assum¡:d sma 11.element Óf i ~
ôe.J
When this expression for F (~) is substituted in equation (3),
and when the ~ priori probability density P (e) can be consider-
ed to be a constant over the region of interest, the probability
density of e given Y can be shown to be a multidimensional
normal distribution with moment matr'ix . r :
P (e I Y) t:e' r-1De= C3 expi-l/2 --1 (5 )
-21-
where r-l -1= XIM X I ._2
= (T
r is
-1(Xl V X)- - - . (6 )
The moment matrix known as the variance-covariance
matrix since it consists' of the variances (diagonal terms) and
covariances (off-diagonal terms) of the estimates. It is also
known as Fisher i s information matrix (Van Trees, 1968). Specif-
ically, under the conditions of uncorrelated, zero mean Gaussian
noise, the variance of the estimates can be expressed as
0: 2 r,
2 (it (afk r r~= = rr w.e. a e, 11 11 1
This estimate is approximately equal tù the asymptotic
variance 1/R2 (e) is close to ~.
4) Application of Parameter Estimation Techniques to the Survey
Problem
The pulse-Doppler navigatiop system makes measurements
which are characterized by a set of unknown parameters. The
unknown parameters are the geometrical coordinates of the
beacons and the ship positions at which the measurements are
taken. The measurements consist of slant ranges and slant
range differences.
An orthogonal XYZ coordinate system will be used in which
the beacon coordinates are (O,O,Zl)" (X2,0,Z2)' and (X3'Y3,Z3)
as shown in Figure 2. (Only the 3 beacon survey problem will























































than 3 beacons). The depth of the ship hydrophone is assumed
to be a known constant, ZS. Simultaneous measurements of slant
ranges and slant range differences are taken at m survey points
(XSi' YSi, ZS) .
The unknown parameters, that is, the beacon and ship posi-
tion coordinates, can be expressed as a column vector 9, with
transpose
91 = (9i,92,...,9pJ
=(X2,X3, Y3,Zl,Z2'Z3'XS1' YS1,... ,XSm, YSm J
where p = 2m + 6.
The "noiseless measurements" are the exact geometrical slant
ranges and slant range differences. These can be expressed as
SRij = SRij (~) = ((XSi -Xj) 2 + (YSi _Yj) 2 + (ZS-Zj) 2 J 1/2
where Xl = Yl = Y2 = 0 i = 1,2,...,m
j = 1,2,3
Similarly, the slant range differences between two survey points
, d' , d th .. th b b di an 11 an e J eacon can e expresse as2 2 2 1/2DSRij (9) = ((XSii -Xj) + (YSii -Yj) + (ZS-Zj) J2 2 2 1/2
- ((XSi-Xj) + (YSf-Yj) + (ZS-Zj) J
These functions can be expressed as a column vector F (~)
with transpose,
F1 (~) = (SRii' SR12, SR13,SR2i'.;. ,DSRii,DSR12,DSR13'... J .
For m survey points F (9) has dimensions 3m + 3 (m-l) = 3 (2m-I) .
If F (~) could be measured without errors then some minimum
-24- l
number of measurements would be sufficient- to determine e
exactly. In this case the slant range differences are linear
combinations of the slant ranges and the minimum data case, as
shown by Vanderkulk (1961), requires 18 slant range measurements:
SR..(e), i = 1,2,...,6,1J -
or equivalently, 3 slant range measurements and 15 slant range
j = 1,2,3
differences
SRi . (9) , j = 1, 2 , 3J -
DSR, . (9) , i = 1,2,..., 5, j = 1,2,31J -
If only slant range differences can be measured then 24 measure-
ments,
DSR. . (9) , i = 1,2,...,8,1J -
are sufficient to determine e exactly provided one has reasonable
j = 1,2,3
initial estimates of the parameters. This condition is a result
of the linear approximation used" to solve the non-linear equations.
The observations Y differ from F (9) due to the presence
of noise. Slant range observations from the transponder system
can be expressed as
Sij = SRi"j (~) + f. ij
where errors, f. " are assumed to be independent identically1J
distributed normal random variables with variance ~ 2. Obser-
vations of slant range differences from the Doppler system can
be expressed as
DS,. = DSR. . (9) + 6..1J 1J - 1J
-25-
where the errors, D ' ., are assumed to be independent identi-iJ
cally distributed normal random variables with variance ÓJ2.
The errors for the complete system can be expressed as
e ~ ( ~ 1 ~ (y - F (G )) ·
If the errors f and 8 are independent of each othe~ than e
is characterized by the moment matrix
M = V 0'2
t1í2d/. 0 J
oi2 = 0:2f
o . .ch2 i = 1 , 2 , . . . , 3m
2
0:203m+ i = 0
i = 1,2,..., 3 (m - 1)
5) Gauss-Newton Method of Non-linear Least Squares Estimation
We have seen that the maximum likelihood estimator under
conditions of additive, uncorrelated, Gaussian noise with zero
mean is equivalent to the weighted least squares estimator and
that this estimator is consistent and efficient. The weighted
""
l~ast squares estimate is the e which minimizes the residual
sum of squares
,
SS(~) = ~iv-l~ = (y - F(~) J v-l (y - F(e)J . (7 )






assuming that the solution is interior to the parameter space.
When these equations are linear they can be solved directly.
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When the normal equations are non-linear as they are in this case
an iterative technique must be used. A number of techniques
exist; for example, quasi-Newton, conjugate gradient, etc. A
brief review of numerical techniques for fitting non-linear
models is given by Chambers (1973).
..
The method used to find the estimate 9 is based on a modi-
fied Gauss-Newton procedure. The Gauss-Newton procedure consists
of linearly approximating the function F (~) and applying standard
linear least squares techniques.
One linear approximation of F (9) about an initial estimate
A





= F (~ ) + X 6. 9
is an n x p matrix of derivatives with
elements. x.. =1J af.1
ae,J
and 6. é = "e - 9
-0 is a column vector
'"!!
01: length p. '"Choosing the new variable Z = Y - F (~) we have
the linear model
Z =x ße + e.
The linear approximation to the residual sum of squares is
ASS(e) = ~iv-l~ = (z-x 6.e rv-l r z-x .69)= SS(!!) .
The Gauss-Newton step ~e is obtained by linear regress-
ion techniques on this linear residual sum of' squares
-27-
(Draper and Smith, 1966):
As = (X'M-1X)-¡ X'V-1Z
". '"
A new estimate 91 = ~ +Ó9 can be formed and the process
repeated, until a given convergence criteria is reached.
6) Modifications of the Basic Gauss-Newton Procedure
Modifications of the basic Gauss-Newton procedure can be
made to insure that the step ~ 9, will reduce the residual sum
of squares and avoid singularity problems in the X i M-1X
matrix. A complete discussion of the modifications used,
based on stepwise regression techniques, is contained in
Jennrich and Sampson (1967). A summary of that discussion is
presented here.
One important modification of the basic Gauss-Newton
procedure is the use of partial steps, ~ ~ 9, in place of the
full step 69 when the full step results in an increase in the
residua 1 sum of squares SS (~). This frequently occurs when
the linear approximations upon" which the "method is based fail.
The proportion ~ to be used is obtained by trying the arbitrary
sequence of values 1,1/2, 1/4, 1/8,... until the residual sum
of squares is reduced. It can be shown that a sufficiently
small step in the direction of ~ 9 will always reduce the
'"
residual sum of squares unless 9 is already a minimizing value.
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Another modification of the basic procedure is dictated
by the possibility that the X'V-1X matrix is, or is nearly,
singular. Step-wise regression techniques are used where the
parameter selected at a given step is the one which makes the
greatest reduction in the residual sum of squares. If there
is a singularity problem then only a subset of the parameters
is used. This a lso provides a convenient way to handle bound-
ary restrictions on the parameter values. A parameter is
modified only if the new parameter value is within or on the
parameter boundary.
7) Iterative Technique
In summary the procedure used consists of the following
steps:
1) The value of the function F (~) and its derivatives X
,.
are calculated using an initial estimate ~O.
2) The X'v-lx matrix is formed and the residual sum of
..
squares SS(~) is computed.
3) The X'v-lx matrix is inverted in a step-wise manner
and the step size C e = (X'V-1X)-1 X'v-1z is formed.
.. ".
4) A new estimate ~l = ~ + Ll e is formed and the new
~ A
residual sum of squares ss(ei) computed. If SS(~l) is larger
Athan ss (eo) then the step
or until 7( = (1/2) 10.
size A .( ~is halved until SS (ei) - ss (eO)
-29-
5) This completes an iteration. The process is repeated
until the solution converges. . Convergence is determined by
the relative change in the residual sum of squares, i. e. . the
solution has converged when the relative change is less than a
specified criterion, C,A 1\
I SS (8n+i) - ss (en) I
= C i ( C .
1\SS(8n+i)
6) In practice we require that 4 successive iterations
resu 1 t in C i ( C in order to accept the hypothesi s of conver-
gence. In some cases the algorithm may fail to converge to a
minimizing solution (e.g. when it converges to a local, rather
than a global, minimum). A plot of the parameter estimates
and examination of the residuals will usually provide some
indication of this.
8) Error Estimates
We have seen that maximum likelihood estimates are
asymptotically normally distributed with known variances and
that these variances are. the diagonal. elements of the variance-
covariance matrix r. For a process perturbed by uncorrelated
Gaussian noise with zero mean this matrix is given by the
expression
r = (X'V-1X)-1¡T2 where v-l '" rloW2. ~n J
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The (X'V-1X) matrix is called the correlation matrix and its
inverse will be denoted by A.
The standard error in estimating the i th parameter, ~,
1
is the square root of the i th diagonal element of the variance-
covariance matrix r:
q; = (Jyai i (8 )
where a, is the i th diagonal element of the A matrixi
( n ( d fk
a. = L1 k::i de i
ê r wk ri
(9 )
The terms on the right hand side of equation (8) are indepen-
dent. The standard error, cr, depends upon the accuracy with
which the slant ranges and slant range differences can be
measured. An estimate of the standard error can be obtained






where SS (2) is defined in equation (7).
The other term, -¡, is sometimes called the errori
magni fication factor and is a function of the survey geometry.
The magnitude of the error magnification can be obtained by
evaluating equation (9).
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The approximate errors in estimating the beacon coord in-
ates
" A ~ r:
(Ie. = if y ai1
can be reduced in two ways: 1) improvements in the measurement
i = 1,2,...,6
accuracy and 2) a suitable selection of the survey coordinates.
In the next section, we will consider in detail how this ~ay
be accomplished.
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I I I MINIMIZATION OF ERRORS
1) Measurement errors (pulse system)
Slant ranges and slant range differences are measured by
two different systems for which the magnitude and sources of
error will in general be different. A discussion of these
errors requires a complete description of the system operations.
The pulse system is designed to measure round trip travel
time of an acoustic pulse between a ship-mounted or ship-
suspended transducer and near-bottom transponders. When an
acoustic pulse is transmitted from the transducer, digital
counters in a shipboard receiver begin mea suring elapsed time.
The transponders receive and recognize the transmitted pulse
and generate a "reply" pulse at a specific frequency. When
a return pulse is detected by the shipboard receiver at a
given frequency the corresponding counter is stopped and the
elapsed time is displayed and transferred to a digi tal com-
puter for processing.
There are fixed time delays associated with this proceSSi
e.g. signal recognition time, transponder turn around time
and signal processing time. Accurate calibration of the system
can reduce the uncertainties in each of these delay times to
approximately l. 5 milliseconds (msec). For most applications
these timing errors can collectively be considered to be normally
-33-
distributed with zero mean and standard error of 1 msec. Two
of these timing errors, signal recognition time at the trans-
ponder and at the ship are functions of the signal-to-noise
ratio and the pulse bandwidth. For example, the errors in
recognition time increase to approximately .8 to 1 msec for a
signal-to-noise ratio at the pulse receiver of 27 dB. This
signal-to-noise is typical of a range of 10 kI in sea state 3
for the system presently in use (source level: 189 dB, re:
1 lJp~ pulse length: 10 msec). For ranges greater than about
11 kI (for the present system configuration) signal recognition
is erratic and the errors can be assumed infinite. For fixed
bandwidth, timing errors can be reduced by increasing signal
power or they may be acounted for by somé apprQpriate weighting
of the data.
Another source of error in the measurement of travel times
is ship motion. The error in round trip travel time due to
horizontal ship motion is given approximately by the expression
t = TTmVxCOS e/ë
where TT = measured round trip travel time
m
e = angle from the vertical between the transponder and
ship transducer
Vx = horizontal component of ship speed away from the
transponder
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these errors in measured travel time of a few milliseconds
it is essential to use an accurately calibrated system and
make the measurements while stopped. These errors can be
assumed to have zero mean for a large number of measurements.
To obtain geometric slant range from corrected travel
time the velocity of sound must be known. Although the sound
velocity has spatial and temporal variations, horizontal and
temporal variations can be assumed negligible. Sound velocity
variation over depth, however, is commonly on the order of
50 meters/sec for 5 km deep water. The structure of this
variation, the sound velocity profile, can be determined from
-35-
Table 1. Sources of errors in measurement of Travel Time
Source of Error cf (msec) d (meters)
Recogni tion Time 1.0 1.5
Miscellaneous Timing Errors 1.0 1.5
Horizontal Motion (Vx (1/2 knot) 1.0 1.5
Other Motion 1.0 1.5
Total = (¿ cr 2 ) 1/2 2.0 3.0
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historical data or direct measurements. Historical data can
be expected to be in error by 2. 5 ml sec. or more, wherea s
present measurement techniques have an accuracy of about
.25 m/sec. For a precision navigation system the use of direct
measurements is strongly preferred. When the sound velocity
profile is known the travel time of an acoustic signal between
two points can be determined and an effective sound speed, Ve,
can be calculated.
Ve = SR/TT
When the travel time is measured using a pulse navigation
system the effective sound speed is not known since it depends
upon the positions of the transponders and ship transducer.
The slant range, however, can be determined approximately by
using a calculated range R, equal to the corrected one-way
travel time TT multiplied by the arithmetic mean sound
c
v,elocity c:




c (z) dzwhere c =
Z, - ZS1
The depth of the transducer ZS is usually known and errors of
less than' 50 meters in the estimate of transponder depth, Zi,
have a negligible effect on c. The arithmetic mean sound
-37-
velocity can therefore be considered a known constant.
The ratio of slant range,. SR, to calculated range R = CTTc'
can be expressed as a function K(Ve):
K (Ve) = SR/R = v~(e
For a given sound velocity profile and depths ZS and Z, thei
effective sound speed, Ve, is a monotonically increasing
function of the geometric angle between the transponder and
the survey point measured from the vertical (Vass, 1966) (see
Fig. 3). Since the calculated range, R, is also an increasing
function of the geometric angle, K(V~) can be expressed as a
function of R and approximated by a second order polynomial
2K(Ve) = K(R) ~ aO + aiR + a2R ,
The coefficients, ai' are found by calculating the range R
and the ratio SR/R for various angles and applying a second
order curve fitting subroutine. Travel times are computed
using standard ray acoustic techniques (Officer, 1958). A
description of program ARCOR which performs these computations
is contained in Appendix A. The error in using the relation-
ship SR = R is usually less than 1.5 meters but can be as
great as 3 or 4 meters for angles greater than 80°. When the
relationship SR = R (aO + ai R + a2R2) is used the errors in
slant range estimates are less than .1 meters. When the sound
velocity profile is accurately known, errors caused by acoustic
-38-


























































































































refraction are negligible compared to timing and transducer
motion errors.
2) Measurement Errors (Doppler system)
The Doppler system in its present configuration (Fig. 4)
consists of three bottom~moored CW beacons each separated by
50 HZ, a phase detector for each beacon and a real time com-
puter processor. Each beacon contains a crystal oscillator
with a frequency stability of 10-5 Hz and has a nominal source
level of 166 dB (re 11 Pascal ~ 1 m). The beacon signal after
being processed by its phase detector is recorded on analog mag-
netic tape and is fed to a digital computer for real time pro-
cessing. The phase detector output consists of two base-band
outputs one proportional to the sine of the input phase angle,
the other proportional to the cosine of the phase angle. Phase
variations due to a finite receiver velocity v (t), can be written
as Ø(t) = 2 trf tv(t)/c. If the input signal is represented by
B
s(t) = A(t) expo (-j L 21tfBt - Ø'(t)J l
the phase detector outputs are given by
sl (t) = A (t) cos ø (t)
and s2 (t) = A(t) sin Ø(t)
The instantaneous phase of the beacon signal can be determined
from the ratio
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In practice the quadrant into which the phase angle falls is
determined simply by examining the signs of Si (t) and s2 (t) .
Phase differences between phase detector samples are computed
and accumulated in quanta of À /4 ~ 3 cm at 13 kHz. The
accumulated phase difference after T seconds is of the form
øT
N
= L (Ø(tn) - Ø(tn-i)1
n=l
, N =Tf .s
where f is the sampling frequency of the phase detector out-
s
puts (10 Hz) (Porter et al., 1973).
The distance, DSR, travelled toward or away from a beacon
DSR = ø .tT
The error in measurement of accumulated phase depends upon the
number of samples N = Tfs and the signal detection probabili-
ties of the receiver. Since the samples can be considered to
be independent measurements the variance of the accumulated
phase is the sum of the variance of the individual samples
2 N 2 2
CJø = ¿ d = Nd
T n=l øn øn
2
and oø = f(Pe)n
where Pe is the probability of error in the nth sample. The
probability of error is a function of the signal-to-noise
-42-
ratio at the phase detector (see Appendix B). Table 2 shows
some representative values of Pe in a .1 sec interval for
various signal-to-noise ratios encountered in practice. The
associated errors O"ø and dø (T = 1 hr) are also given inn T
both number of quadrants and meters. A quarter wavelength of
3 cm is assumed. Nominal horizontal range is calculated for
a source level of 166 dB (re: 1 ~pa) and a noise level of
44 dB/Hz (re: 1 ~pa) assuming transmission losses are due only
to spherical spreading (20 log r) and attenuation (1 dB/k).
Sample calculations are given in Appendix c.
Random phase fluctuations can be caused by multipath
interference and forward scattering. The root mean square
phase fluctuations from these sources has been estimated to
be about .13 quadrants (Porter et al., 1973). When compared
with the errors due to ambient Sea noise shown in Table 2
they have little effect (about 5-15% increase in
oø ) andT
can be considered negligible.
Slant range difference is obtained from accumulated phase
change by multiplication by a scaling factor: the wavelength
of the signa 1. Errors in wavelength À = C/fB are caused
primarily by errors in sound velocity (the ins~abili ty of the
beacon frequency is negligible). When the arithmetic mean
-43-
TABLE 2. Doppler Errors vs Signal-to-Noise Ratio
10 log SIN P CJn dø (1 hr) Xe T
---~
----------------1- - . ~---._-'.__._.~----_..- ._--_..._-
(dB) (quad) (quad) i (meters) (km)
I
33 .023 .217 41 ! 1.2 0
I






















!21 .072 .393 75 2.2 9.2
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sound velocity of an accurately measured sound velocity pro-
file is used, the standard error in wavelength will usually
be less than 1 meter. This can be reduced further by using
the average sound,
.
S = length of travel path/travel time,
once the approximate survey positions are known.
In summary, when operating above the pulse system thresh-
ol~ slant ranges can be measured by the pulse system with an
accuracy of 3 to 5 meters. Under the same conditions slant
range differences can be measured with an accuracy of 1.2 to
2.5 meters for measuring interva ls of 1 hour.
3) Selection of Survey Coordinates
The error in estimating beacon coordinates also depends
on the error magnification terms. of the beacon coordinates,
Mi = lr, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6
where the ai are the i th diagonal elements of the A = (X V-1X)-1
matrix. These terms are dependent upon the number and relative
locations of the survey points. In general the error magnifi-
cations will vary inversely with the degrees of freedom which
increase with the number of survey points above a certain
minimum. For example the slant range difference equations
require at least 9 surv~y points for a solution to exist, and
the degrees of freedom for this set of equations is equal to
-45-
the number of additional survey points. Comparison of survey
techniques should be based on the same number of degrees of
freedom. For example a pulse survey of 7 points (1 degree of
freedom) should be compared toa Doppler survey of 10 points,
and a pulse survey of 10 points should be compared to a pulse-
Doppler survey of 10 points.
A measure of "good" survey locations is the trace of the
beacon coordinate covariance sub-matrix, that is, the sum of








= '\Li=l a, .. 1
The trace is a function of the beacon and survey location
coordinates, i.e. the parameter vector e, and will be denoted. -
by TR (~) . For a given number of survey locations there will be
a set or sets of survey locations for which the trace is a mini-
mum. A typical deep ocean deployment of the pulse-Doppler
navigation system will be discussed for illustration.
The most commonly used 3-beacon .acoustic navigation net
is ideally an equilateral triangle. The baseline length, i. e.
the length of the sides of the triangl~ are typically on the
order of the beacon depths: about 5 km. For this configura-
tion of the net the covariance matrix was evaluated for several
sets of survey locations, each consisting of 10 survey points.
-46-
A few examples are given in Figures SA through 5E. The value
of the trace of the beacon covariance matrix for each arrange-
ment is listed in Table 3. The trace for the corresponding
survey with only pulse data is given for comparison. A more
rigorous technique for determining "optimum" survey locations
was also used. Powell i s algorithm to find a (local) minimum
of a function of several variables was applied to a function
G(~) = TR(~) + C(9), where C(~) is an arbitrary function added
to the trace to constrain the survey locations within the
maximum range of the system (Powell, 1965). No significant
improvement to the starting value of G (~) ~ 3.6 was realized
although several survey geometries were tried.
4) Computer Simulation
A computer program called PDSRV was developed to solve
the survey problem using the parameter estimation techniques
discussed. It is a modification of a Biomedical Computer Pro-
gram (BMD 07R) (see Dixon, 1973). The program requires pulse
data from at least six survey points and/or Doppler data from
at least ten survey points. In addition to the data, the
user must input the average sound velocity and the acoustic
refraction coefficients found by program ARCOR. The beacon
frequencies, the depth (s) of the transducer and initial
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TABLE 3. Comparison of the Trace of the Beacon Covariance Matrix
for Pulse/Doppler and Pulse Surveys
Figure # Trace Trace








Maximum and minimum values for the beacon coordinates are
constrained to provide more rapid convergence. The constraints
are set as follows:
x, = X. 12000 mJ J
y, = y. 12000 m
J J
Z. = Z. 11000 mJ J
where (X, , y, , z, ) are the initial estima tes of the ,th beaconJ J J J
coordinates. other parameter bounds may be specified if desired.
Although it is unlikely, even with the most rudimentary primary
navigation system, that initial estimate errors will exceed
those specified above.
The program consists of three main sections: (1) initiali-
zation and data input; (2) minimization of weighted squared
error; (3) determination of the'approximate error covariance
matrix of the beacon positions. For convenience the program
is divided into 7 subroutines as illustrated in Figure 6.
A description of each subroutine is given in Table 4.
Two additional subroutines were used to simulate survey pro-
blems. Subroutine READ calculates data for a given set of survey
locations and beacon coordinates. Subroutine NORM generates
Gaussian distributed numbers with a specified mean and standard
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the following user inputs:
Transducer depths
Convergence criteria
Bounds for beacon parameters
Beacon coordinate estimates
Survey position estimates (optional)
Bounds of Surve~ position (optional)
1. Reads input data from specified device(s)
2. Calculates slant ranges (SR) from travel
times
3. Calculates changes in slant range (DSR)
from accumulated phase êhange
1. Computes the mean squared error (EE)
from the weighted sum of squared errors:
EE = \l/DOF) ss (ê)
2. Checks that EE is less than previous
value; if not the step size is halved
3. Checks convergence criteria
-11. Computes the elements of the X V X
matrix












1. Calculates va lues of the slant range
and slant range differences (fi) using
latest estimates of beacon and ship
positions
2. C~lculates the elements of the X matrix,
i. e. the derivatives of the slant ranges
and slant range differences:
X.. =1)
df. \::Je. '9J -
STEP
1-
1. Inverts the X V X matrix in a step-wise
fa shion
2. Computes the step sizes d e
OUTPT
Computes and outputs the following
1. Final. estimates
2. Correlation matrix for Beacon Positions
3. Root mean square error (standard error ,c( )
4. Error magnification terms of the
covariance matrix






Typical output of a simulated survey problem is shown in
Tables Sa through 5d. Table Sa lists the beacon and survey
coordinates used by subroutine READ and the errors in data
generated by subroutine NORM. Table 5b lists the simulated
data which is input to program PDSRV. The final estimates,
correlation matrix, error magnification factors and standard
errors of the beacon coordinates are also shown in Table 5b.
Similar information for the survey locations is listed as
illustrated in Table 5c. The residuals,
SR(observed) -- SR(estimated) and
DSR (observed) -- DSR (estima ted)
can be compared with the estimates of standard error of each
measurement. This output, labeled SURVEY' ERROBS, is optional
and is shown in Table 5e.
After each iteration of the minimization process the mean
squared error and latest estimates of the beacon positions
can be output as shown in Table 5d. The number of the iteration
and the number of times the step size was halved is also
included.
Survey problems with measurement errors of more than 750
meters have been simulated. The minimization process converged
in every case and the beacon coordinate estimates were nearly
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deviation approximately the same as that ,predicted.
Single simulations with measurement errors of 5 to 800
meters were made to determine the stability of the estimates
/I
of standard error, ~, and the approximate error covariance
matrix. Table 6 lists some examples showing the simulated, A
measurement error, 0"; the estimated standard error, if , and the
estimate of the TRACE of the beacon error covariance matrix.
The stability of the trace indicates the linearity of the model
in the region around e.
The stability of the trace has another important implica-
tion: suppose some "optimum" set of survey points have been
determined for a particular navigation net; the actual survey
points used might differ from the optimum by hundreds of meters
due to navigation errors while eonducting the survey; the
resul ting errors in the estimates of beacon coordinates, how-
ever, would not be very different. The primary geometric factor
which affects the errors of the estimates is the distribution












Using the parameter estimation technique and the procedures
described, the relative positions of acoustic navigation beacons
can be determined with an accuracy of 11 meter.
A non-linear model is developed for a combined pulse-Doppler
navigation system whose measurements of travel time and accumula-
ted phase are perturbed by additive zero-mean Gaussian noise.
The maximum likelihood estimation for the beacon coordinate.,
is found. The numerical technique used to solve the non-linear
estimation problem is a modified Gauss-Newton method. This method
consists of approximating the non-linear model with a linear
expansion and iteratively solving the linear model using standard
least squares estimation techniques. An approximate error co-
variance matrix is found from which errors in the beacon coordi-
nate can be estimated. Computer simulation has shown this
technique to be stable for measurement errors within (and beyond)
the range of errors encountered in practice.
Many sources of error are present in the survey problem.
The preceding sections detail the several steps to be taken in
order to achieve an accuracy of 11 meter in the beacon estimates.
These can be generalized as follows:
1. Sound velocity should be determined with a precision
instrument, for example, a Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD)
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probe (see Gregg and Cox, 1971). Errors in the measurement of
sound velocity will usually bias the estimates but will not
affect their variance.
2. Corrections should be applied to the measurements to
account for acoustic refraction. When these corrections are
applied, the errors due to acoustic refraction can be consi-
dered negligible.
3. Travel time measurements should be made while the
surveying platform is dead-in-the-water, or nearly so, to
eliminate errors due to horizontal platform motion. This is
a potential source of large errors in the pulse system, although
it does not affect the accuracy of the Doppler system measurement.
4. The time interval between selected Doppler survey points
should be less than 1 hour since errors in the measurement of
accumulated phase increase with time. Intervals of approximately
1/2 hour each are recommended.
5. Survey locations which will minimize the error magnifi-
cation factors of the beacon coordinate estimates should be
used. The choice of survey locations is critical to obtaining
accurate estimates and can also affect the ability of the
estimation technique to converge to a global rather than a
local minimum. Several examples of good survey point selections
are given in Section III. 3 above.
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6. Pulse and Doppler measurements should be made simul-
taneously at no less than 10 survey locations. The use of
more than 10 survey locations will, in general, reduce the
errors in the beacon estimates. For example, the use of 40
survey locations can reduce these errors by a factor of 1/2.
In most cases the capäcity of the processing computer will limit




DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM ARCOR
Pulse navigation systems calculate the distance between
two points from the measured time of travel of an acoustic
pulse between those two points. This distance can be approxi-
mated by multiplying the travel time by an average sound
veloci ty. This is an approximation since the sound travels
in a refracted path rather than a straight line. The purpose
of Program ARCOR is to improve the approximation by accounting
for the refraction of sound in water. For a given sound
velocity profile and the depths of a sound source and receiver,
this program uses standard ray-tracing techniques (Officer,
1958) to find the time of travel, TT, of an acoustic pulse
between the two points is the travel time TT multiplied by the
ari thmetic mean sound velocity c:
R = CTT
The actual distance, SR is gi~en by the expression
SR = (X2 + Z2) 1/2
where X is the horizontal distance traveled and Z is the verti-
cal distance between source and receiver. The ratio between
the actual distance and the approxim?te distance, Ki = SRi/Ri'
is calculated for several travel times. The set of approximate











































= aO + aiR + a2RK =
where the a. are the acoustic refraction coefficients. The1
actual distance SR can therefore be calculated when the
approximate distance R = cTT is known:.
2SR = R (aO + ai R + a2R ) .
The set of approximate distances and their associated
ratios are generated by calculating the necessary parameters
for various angles eO at which sound leaves the source (see
Fig. 7). For each angle eO there is a constant given by
Snell's law
sineO . siri9i
= p (constant) =
Co C.1
where Co = sound velocity at the source and ci = sound velo-
ci ty at interface i. This constant and the sound velocity
gradients
c' - c, 11 1-g, =1 Z, - Zi-l1
determine the trayel time and the distance an acoustic signa 1
must travel to reach the receiver depth, aasuming constant
gradient in each layer. The angle at which sound leaves a
layer is
-70-
. -19. = sin (pc) .i
The travel time for each layer is
t = ln




The horizontal distance traveled is
1
x =i (cos9. 11- cos9 )i (Officer, 1958) ópg
For each starting angle 90 the total travel time and horizontal
distance traveled are found by summing the above quantities
for each layer. We then have
Total horizontal distance: X = ¿ xi
vertical distance: Z = source depth-receiver depth
Total travel time: TT = I: t
Distance between source and receiver: SR = ex2 + z2 ) 1/2
Approxima te di stance: R cTT
Ra tio: K = SR/R
The program computes the first starting angle by defining an
angle, ~ = 90 ° and setting the departure angles equa 1 to
90° - 01. Each successive eX is reduced by a factor, for
example.95, and a new departure angle is computed. The values
of K and Rare fitted with a second degree polynomial to pro-
duce the coefficients, a. .1 A typical output is shown on page
73. A listing of the program begins on page 74. The pro-
gram was originated by W.M. Marquet of the Woods Hole Oceanographic
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Institution and includes calculations of coefficients for the
case of a receiver at the same depth of the source. This
particular computation is not used in the survey problem and
is not discussed here. The original version of this program
was called Program SETUP and written by Mary Hunt and Roger
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75 CONTli:UE
f, nricn rEEP r:rPT_!2________
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PAGE ~ØØ3 ARCOR XDOS - FORTRAN iv COMPILER
ØØY9 CPAR = YPIZØ'l'C'NSV'
Øl"i~_ C __r-I_NQ.o-IHE_.QfEP DEPTH STARiING LAYER
Øl~l DO llP. i I = 1 ,NSVØl~2 IF IZ(1 - ZIUl! 115tl15'11Ø
Ø1.l13 llØ CONTI r¡UE
'H~ Il _P = NSV
Øll~5 ll5 CONTH:UE
-lJ!!_~__-r________________________________h __________ _____._.__________._ ______
Øl~7 C FIND GRADIENT OF SOUND VËLO(ITY AT DEEP DEPTH01118 Gllll = (C.IIIl - ClII-1JljIZ_U-ii(__(II-1Jl
Øll'9 C
ø 1. ~ 0 C _______I.Lý.BJI_Q_JEHLJ__?_N_Ec¿P_lJ_'LL_!2E E P ..1 ,\ T-J:L~liJJ-l_~-l.~_LS-__~U p.P F_ D .___
Ø1.~l IF IGIIIlJ i25'13~~,135
_~l-~__h_~__2.5_.\RI T_E___L~! O_.'9)-'~2-i_____________________ ______:. __. ________ .______.__.___ _ _ ______
ßl!3 glt2 FORMftT(5~H NEGATIVE GRADIENT - DEEP TO DEEP PROCESSING RypASSEOl
ß1J 4 G_O TC 1~;~\3
Øl~5 13Ø wRITE INQ,91f11)
__~-i:_t)_____91?-l _F:0_R/!LLI_Y?H___§!3l'ÇJ.P.H_=___~-lJ?.._r.tE?__-TQ_I)~J:P__l' p_O Ç,E?_D SING 1Ø1.!7 + 2ØH K = 1.0 FOR ALL X i
_-Ë 1! S .__G_Q_-l....._ lß~~___. ____.______.____h_.______________________ _______ill! 9 C
øi¿; C
¡; l~ 1 C
_...~ ~_ ___~l.s__ Çq-NT Ii,U ~__.___________________ u__ _________________ _____._ ____B1~3 IE = IXF ~ XIJ/XD + B.ArlD0
__EJi_'!.__Ç_____ ________Sr;L_P_O L_C;OP _ T()__Y.liJ3_r__X_E9!,_Q~EP _ T9__yEE:Pßl~5 WRITE ILP,gJf;5' ,
~l~_.2U¡ 5 hE_OR t.i U.i-rl-(~~x- ;~.l-0~~!.~.._~'£L~~_________.___________ _.___H 1~ 7 DO 4 ø:: I = 1, IE
o l~ 8 FI :: I
---'i11?-c.¡" . ..--------...XC------::'.uX l'- + --'F-i-"¥.XO--------------------------- .._-------"-------- u _.___..__..__.___d.____._ --_..
i1 i J ;., I F I X C J 1 7 5 , 1 ,;:-, , 1 7 5
-'-~-i5-i-'----- m____u - . S(T --tHETA-ë-mFÖR-.y ::--ir-----.------.-----
¡n~"'2 ~5Ø CONTIt:UE"--_..
~1~3 OK :: -l.~DØ
~_t-:~____ . R I I) :: ø. øBP5 GO TO 35Ø
øiJ6 C CALCULATE THETA9
-ø-i -:-7 -----l"=¡ 5" to NT Î (Ùj E ..---- .-.--.. --_. --~_._._- ----------------.. -------------.---------- .. -----_.._-
Øl~8 THU = 2.~~CEAR/(XCl~III)l
Øl?9 TH~ = OATANITH~J
__~t~~~ C CALC UUi IE ANGLElli___.____.__.__.___._.______.__.
fjl~'l ",øø CONTIr~UE
í:l'12 TH:: PI - THll
-øi ~-3----T _ -- ---------FI NO-H II L F"ii NGL:ES---------------- ------------.-- - u. - h_____
~14~ THH2 = THß/~.ØCß
.51'1 5 TH~~ = T1-/2. ¡"DB
__.~1-il6 C . CALCULATE TIllE T_. .
~T'7 TT:: .IOSIN(TI12Jj((üS,\TI:;'lJ I .\DSH~(n!í¡r'lIiC()S(TH(?)J
C ,\ L r_!!t_-flLE_.£U 0 ÇlL£J R !~t! E T ER 5
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PAGE ØØØ4 ARCOR XDOS - FORTRAN iv COMPIL ER
Øl~8 TT = DLOGCTT)/GCII)
ø 1~ 9 C C AL_ÇULllI_~-t PP ARENT D i ST A NC E T R~-'E;L-LE11____
111?0 RACT = CßARqT
Øl~l RCI) = RAcT
Ø1?2 C CALCULATE RATio K
ø 1~ 3 ___Q_K__;:_~ÇlBALL
Iil?4 65Ø CONTH:UE
ø 1~ 5 QX~iL~DJL-=l~.ø 0 ~
ø 1? 6 WR IT E C L P .91 ø 6) XC. D K l D X ( I i
Hlti7 iiøø CONTlin)r
øi~8 C FIT POLYNOMIAL WITH X AND K TO GET COEFFICIENTS
~ i:i 9 cl-LI._HrcREILß.._()_l( !1lT-O_L9_JE:_~M08JLL_______ ______________ ____ __ ____
ØlbJ C OUTPUT CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTSØlbl DTúC(l):: DTOClll +1.0 _ _______________----
t. ib2 ------ ---- W R ¡-l-Ë--¡i-i; - ;-9 Tn 3-)-Z-~-~-iI-;0 :¡r) c!- I -i;r-=-i:-- MO-R D---Ii 1 t-3 C_ _____
~1~4 C .. DEEP TO S~ALL ow CAL CUl ATIONS
_ ýj 1_ ~_?_--__ __ u_ ___ ___ ___ ._. _____ _ ___ _____________ _. ________u_____ ___________.._____ .________
øib6 1f'fiØ CONTI¡¡UE
__.9 Ib7______ __C_~__=__ J~. QC':' ____________
~ inB C FINQ STARTING DEPTH AND lAYER
¡. Ib 9 C --_l ND--p,-YER GF;AD I U;T AND /lVERA GE SOUNG VflQiL1l-_.______u___
ill!:, DO 11;;'0 J= 1,r6V
__¡Ll!L___h____ IF i-Z_t__,: Z(J-iL_l-l_~A.l_:UE3_1~_._l-~_~J3_______ _____u__________________ ___ ______
;~1!2 p;;ø CONTIi.UE
___ .!~ lL3._un___ _ J = ~J S V i 1
i;i~4 j150 COt-TI¡;UE
ij 1 !? K __=-_J___________
i~1!6 ZJl = Z(J-1)
__!!.i-l____ CPA ~ :_u YX (¿:h_~__9 _C _,~J?Y.L______________ ____ __ ____________Ø1!8 ZJS = ZCJ) .
~l~.:___ ___ __ ___-r y_S_..__Ç_!_ J)tJ F:' JS = J
ø lb 1 Z (J) = Z ç; _
111L', 2 ((J) ;: CBAR
--E' 3 ____~_l_=_.u_ê.liJ3__=.G_=J.) ) I ( Z ( J J - Z ,-11 )
Ø1t"4 CB_IJJ = _'(PAR i c.IJ_1J)/2.¡~
_ß.._~~_____ _-G.2.ll_2._~_____________________Ø1~6 C FIND L/IYER GRADIENT AND AVERAGE VELOCITYØlb7 11aØ JS ;: J
!-lbß 1ëf,f) Z.-l = ZCJ-ll
--J _t! 9.__ ___F' f; 5Ç 9JL1 U!_LJ_E
131'.;: K ;: JØ1Y1 IF CZ_IJJ - ZR) 13~Ø,13f1V.,12Ø8
¡1j~l:;-2--~Ø ß "IF '-'(-iji H_~ "'iRuf- ~ 21 f1 ;.1 ;;(3"Ø' "12"iê ------- ._---.-----.--- _u._ n._________.'___ .._-
ß 1 y 3 1 ;~1 ø COrn ItU_E
01Y4 CBAR ;: YPCZR,Z.C,NSV)
r~ 1 '15 G ( J) = (C ( .) J - C!- A H ) / ( Z ( J J - Z R )
~l 1 " 6 C P _I J) = .l C r A R -i C i J) J 12. Ii
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PAGE ØØØ5 ARCOR XDOS - FORTRAN iv COMPIL En
~ 1': 7 K = 1
~ B Z..,___=_l-~Ø1~9 GO TO 125ßØ2Ø(j 1"31' GIJ) = ICIJ' - CIJ-ll)/(ZIJ) - ZJll
ø 2i11 cr. _\ J) = I C I J' 4 (I J-l ) ) /2. ø
~211 L--lXS_~__Ç.O_N_ii-: l¿E
ø 2~ 3 C S = C S + C B I J , * I Z I J) - Z J 1 )
~_?~~_...______K__.?__~::--_________._____
ø 2Ø 5 J = K
~2l"6__I~~-L':1) l30.¡~ ,1275~-i2¡AØØ2!'7 lë75 ZJ~ = -ø..ø:'i-i;:l
ø 2kl B____Q9__i:_C2_-l_?X~S____..__
Ø2~9 1jØØ cs = CS/~ZØ -ZR)
_ß2.L!L-_____ \lR)Tf ILF'!_91_~13L_L~ ____.____.
í12~1 lj2Ø COtHli;UE
Ø2~ 2 ITER ~-LEJ + 1
H2~ 3 C SET ST~Rl ING ANGLE - ø DEG
___~?~_~____ ALPH :: . r~~ Be, t..______ _ ..____._______ ______________m_
~2~5 ALPHT = Pi/2.BG0
_JL2)6____Ç_____._______ SEJJ-R~¡y'.:i:J N('ti._______..____.____ ___.______ _._____. ____ .n__ .
~J2~ 7 I = J
_0 2 ~ E.____ ..fLt!Ç._:_ _.._~~.: R ::___._________._______..____._______ -----
~j2~9 WRITEltJO'92~'ll .
__6_2'" ':_____9_~!") FOR~',c T i" niT fR_. Df CR ~ "'E tn_r- A CT OR.._B E Tw.o: F tJ_P. nAN( 1 - ,. )
Ø2~1 READ (NI, 1) RFAC
__ß.?S.2 WRITEtt;O'92'~2)_ ___________. _____,_.._.
E2~3 q~.J0ê FORr..~;~T(1l E~..;T:-n ~.~t.X ~:OR!ZOt.JTf.l R/,neE" -~'.l
--: 2~~ ll__....__.__.._X~':'l\)~__.:_._.)_x_.e~j _~_~..:._(~~_________________. ._"_____.__h__"_' ._____~_"__.. -_,_______ -
ø 2;~ 5 REf. D ( ~: r , ') x Ii ;. X
_§?!6 WRrTEILP'91~7)
~ 2~ 7 C r L GIN RAY T R ~ C E
-l_?~_s.____J~ld~.?.ÇGHT_t: UE _ ____._________ ____nn__________________¡; 2~ 9 C I N IT i II L J Z E S LH- S
~ 2.?-'____.)(2_~._._id~! riL~__Ø2~1 TS = ~.ØCø
_ß2?2. .S ~.ø.ßrr~_..
ß2j3 P=DSIN(ALP~¡/C\JS)
__p 2"'~___ Tf-FT A =_-lL P H_~ 1 F)l ~XD fl!.p I___._ ____._ ___..Ð2?5 J = JS
~ 2j 6 K = Jß2~7 1~2Ø ZJl = Z IJ-l ¡
__..2"8 11.25 CQtHI!.UE
ß 2:: 9 C J J = C ( J -11
_2 2~_";_ IF .1 Z ( J) . - Z R i- J5 ß ø,.i ~ ß ;i'l_L¡? D ___ ___ .____________
H 2 ~ 1 1 i¡ 2 8 I r .\ Z J 1 - Z R i 1" 3 ø ' 1 L¡ ii ø ,1 L¡ i¡ í'
~2~._L_LII_~.~ _ r OtU.I_U.l.E___
H 211 3 K = 1Ø?~i¡ ZJl = 7R




PAGE ~ØØ6 AneOR XDOS - FORTRAN iv eOMPIl ER
Ø2~6 i'I4ß eONTH!UE
~.2.:I..__-r________EJ.ND__A~J_GL_E-_RtLI,J;:_AVTS LAYER112~18 ASN = e..J,.p
li249 --f__lß_SN'' 1.ØOtl) J45::,1115ß'ln(Jß
52'::-j i45ß CONTHiUE
-l2~l-C TH .=__AS_IN i-Asn~_________
Ø2~2 ARG = ASN/OSQRT(l.ßOV, - ASN*ASN)
_lj 2:~____--i:-i__.;__DATANL\RÇ,-l_______ .Ø2?4 IF_IG(..)) 14MJti4Bß,146Ø
i: 2 ~ 5 -i:.6JLJ:t"LI1..U LJ E
_ Ø2?6 C FIND TIME
~ 2~ 7___.__tH?___;:__l-.!n?!_~ D ø ____Ø2~8 Al2 = AlPH/2.ØCØ
~2?.._________ ___J F .( _L -:1)___1__/j 7_¡;_!.-i~_8Ø_' _ili) lL______ _____u______ _ __ _ __un _ _____ _______
l12b ,; il~7Ø CONTI r¡UE
¡~ 2" 1 C T T _==J_AfilTti2 i i i:lLN ( : L-Z l
Ij2C2 TT = _(DSIN(TH2//CCOS-'H¿)) / _(DSIt-J(AL2'/(COSlAL2)i
__12_~~_3______ TT_= __,I --lLOG U_J.¡ -i(, t.J_/______________________
i:¡ 2b Ii R T = .\ -1 . £1 (i (' I / _\ P ~ G ( J) I
_Ø2t. 5 _____...____._._ _Pn _::_1 D(OS (.AJ-t-11~ :-LÇ-u S( TH-i__iu~ RJ._______ ____ _ UH
.121'6 Al =lTH-1ILPH)~RT¡;?t.ì GO TI-' 14r;(: _
0208 C CAL(ULATE L~YER VAL UES FOR STRA IG~T UP on G = 0 CASES
_.~? ~ 9 __1-i_8L__Ç~t;_Tl_~_~'E_ ____ ._____________h ___________ _ _______
Lj2~;' C XT = 'Z(J)- 2J~)*CTI'~,("LPH)
!-2! 1 XT _~ _12_ (_.)-i_-__?~~_!.~~.P?_iJ:JG~I..?f1) ~~:ÇQ.S_(_!.\l-i)t_~ )
--;:T? _u_ ------ !d :- X T .
f'2!3 TT =~~~a_~~zi_d)-- 2J1)~ (2(J)- Z.J1l..._.0__:i~__:_U_~ç.!-_i_~_~.________.__
o 2~ 4 C
__ ;) ?.! s____-l~:J3 _S_~~!TJ:.LJr . ____________________ ______.____.
r;2!6 C SUM X LlS!.T¡NCE
r 2~ 7 XS = XS ~ DABS (XT )
(12! 13 C --S-UM T R i VElD ~'E
ij2! 9 T?-=TS · CABSl TT ¡
Çj 2t" :.i C S U I.~ ARC L 0-: G T H
--~~1___ m_____ ____S_. ~__ ?__ ~n_ ti L_____ ___u_____________ __________ .." ______ __ ____
f. 2t 2 C RES E T L N TRy PAY FOR N EXT LAY E R
-lßJ _~______3l_~ fi_ ~_ _!t'_ ____________~_________________ __ ____u_ un_Ø2U4 C RESET INDEX AND CHECKB 2t 5 K :- K - 1Ø2b6 .. :- K
~ 2U 7____ _______ ___LF_ (.J__~____1 1_ l_?ß l-,_ l~.9S_~l_I_i.?_~_______________._______ __ .____ __ n_
ß2r;8 "1'-95 ZJ1 = -¡:'f',¡i~¡1
U2t9 GO TO 14 ¿5
-fJ 2liCr~--~-------S -T-ORi~ - t OT-A-C S
"2Y 1 1 i;çHJ CNH It .LJE
ø 2'1 ~-_.- R 1\-C-T--X S * :. S + ( 2 ¡~ - Z R ) ~ ( 2 ø - Z R ,
~?Y3 R'CT :- rSOnT(DACTI
1'2'1/1 r( ( I I = ( S 4 T S
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PAGE ~Øø7 ARCOR XOOS - FORTRAN iv COMPILER
Ø2Y5 SK :: RACT/RII)
Ø2Y6 ___wg~IE: 'i"r:~~i_~-s__)Ç~~..~ÇJ..L$..!-THP A..5K!FL_i-______u__. _ _ ____
ø 2Y 7 9 l ø 8 FO R MA T IF 1 ø. ~, F 1 D .2, F 1 ø. q , F J 0.2, F 1 ß .5, F 1 ø. 2 )Ø2Y8 OXiI) :: SK - 1.ØDf1
Ø2Y9 C REINITIALIZE ANGLE AND INDEX
~i-_____L.:__r__~l________Ø3V,1 ALPHT :: RFAC*ALPHT
--~!::~______._AU? H_=_£I.l-2 . ø R_l!. _:: _P-L F:IjJ_ _____n______ ____ _ ______.____ ..
ø 3i1 3 IF .\ X S .. X i~ A Xl ~ 55 ø , 16 ø i1 .i f, ø øØ3~14 i~!:ø COtJU.Ll.£__.___
Ø3i15 C CliEO; THAT INDEX DOES NOT ßECOIJE TOO GREAT
ø 3~ _Q._______If___lJ___":_--ßLJ.lJ ,1 ø !.iLr~!.._l£. (1 ø __________________.____
ø 3~ 7 16 ß ø I :: I - 1
_øy' 8_C___ _ _._____XI I.P_QLlNQ !O£.L_J'IJJJ-Lx_l;lJD_!LQ.f_EEJ_CLSta.S__m_____._.____ __. . . _._____
Ø3"'9 1b5Ø CONTlr:uE
il 3 j. r-_l L__JIC_RLI_LR , CL,LLS_r-_l.1~.0_RD_I
03!1 C OUTPUl CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS
_n¡~ 31. g DTS Cl 1) :: C'T-S ç .I.LI_ ¿nJ .ø ____..___ _______________ .. ______ _ _.nn_
í:3!3 wRITE !lp,gHiq) Z~~'ZR;(II,DTSC(III,II::l,,.~ORrl)
_0_~LII_ ____ ._ I Fl ) T E R I 5Ø '1_7 ': ß, ;-'j ø i_i_ p_. _____________________ ____ ___n_ _
;'j 3! 5 1 hi ø C 0 t.¡ T Ii : U f.
¡.j 3; 6 DO_.._2___J:: 1 ,_.:~______
~3~7 S~VE(II :: eTSeii)
_~y 8.____ 2.5 CO~!TIr:UE __._.u__u___________________________._____..___í53!9 \lRITr(~¡O'Ltø;ial
f:J(d ___ _~ ~~2-i3JO RP A T (I:' C EPTH OF PC C EI v ~ R 2~~' 1_
'..)?'c J ilt fEt-T. R r,;~-Gf\TIVl. tJ!I-'C,-R IF !~~¡OTl!EP SET or"
-i,~~?~_______..~_~~_ Lee r_E~~__L~_'_lJQL_Lf~5J R.t..~~)_________________________.______. ... ___________b 3~ 3 R F 1\ D ( N J , l ) Z R
__.J! ';;;4_ _ IFI Z fi ¡ j 9 5 í' , 1 (1 íJ , L " (;
;':3::5 lCJSfi COr~TL:Ut
f; 3:: L __.___ h Q-i S C _( j.1 _-=_-l_..0________._______u__________________________f'3ê 7 OT SC (;:) :: ~. ø
f Y 8 01 S_Ç_~.~.L_=_!1~Z____
ø 3:; 9 2 ~ ø ø CON TI r : U r
__!::_:?_::__ _ __ __ . IF ( j SSW ( 1 4 ) J 2"1 ø · 7.:. "íi ,_~__~:¡'___._ _. _._ __ ___ _______ _un.
133:'1 2"113 CONTIr;UE
_._ ~??X ___.__ . IF .1 Z ø - _ Z I JS) 1.. ??14 ,ëØl:'~.2'!~l_Y _________. ______ ______ __u__
133:'3 2lJ1? CONTIrUE113:'q Z(JSI :: ZJS
ø 3:' 5 C ( J S I = C J S
___..l!3P6 2'~1t¡ CONTIr:UEIJ 3:' 7 NPT = 11
_ll3;'_a . .... WR 1 TEl rWT_, 5': ~ø..) NSV__u______...__________.___._____ __________.._ ___.__
Ø3~9 5H0Ø FORMAT(I~)
11 3'j (. ___QQ-lI_5_J =~_'J!.~jL_
¡; 3'11 C I I I :: C i I ) / 1 ø ,~ i1 .
P 311 2 wn I TF.I NPT ,51' 4 ¡i) Z.' I I ' r (I I
¡U'l 3 501 ø FOR /~" T l~.' r 1 " . q ¡
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. ~.: 9 711ØLç_()J,ln!~_l)_E-__ø 3~ ç; STOP
f1:5~ 1 9l-G_~_F OB/!_f:J_C-ll-l 2!!J:LDEIP_JQ--_i;EL_--LE'ItL:~_'£J_il~ 2 L_______________ __ ____ _______Ø3~2 -f15H ADKCd2,3H) =,E14.7))
ø 3~ :5 9Jj"i.!;L.£.QBJlA.JJ.L.u.?Jiu..J~ P TO 5 I, All 0 \' i, F ~~~.t~.J Q!LV:'~ 2 , êJi_I_L_--__
f13::4 -f C5H ASK('I2.3H) ='E11j.7))
ß3~5 9186 FORMATC3E12.S)
-ø; 6--9-~'Ø-l.'FORMft.--Teï-l ï5X ~-iHX~X ,;¿-tiSï~-~9X~HT-;r.X -;-r;HTliE":¡:A-", ~:;X;-Üj-Kn,I;)('~1~IR-J
~J___ 91Ø~JORMl\TJ. ./_i-__li_RU_H"~'rLLC)~rNLS()l,ND_VE"lQCIT'(.. ", J-i2 .ljJ___Ø3:'8 END
_L!. __tl 0 _ ERR 0 ~.Sl
. I ."._----_._._--------_."-- ".-.-..._--_... --.---_._-_..-.-. -.-- -'
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PAGE ø ø ø 1 XDOS - FORTRAN iv eOw.PILER
ØØL'l e CURVf-FITTING SlJPROUTINE F..K.KEYTr: (W.H.O.I.1 J2TH ,J.AY 19(,4
ø ø~' 2 S\:J3 R_().l-l) N_E_tj(RU...;(_.!_' e.!H~~_Vrv )
ØØ~3 e VERSION FOR HEWLlTT - PACK~RD
ow' I' e THIS I~, 1\ rUT-DOWN VERSION OF SUBROUTINE crVFT
ø ßM 5 e DONE TO SA VE ROOM
~.ß~L-r_______O_qJJE_ J3 Y--H!.-ll)NI___l:AB.Ç!:2n 19 l!:_______________ ___._______. .____ø øl1 7 0 Ifl. DJ SID N .)((1) , Y ( 1 ) . C (1 J
---Ø-L 8 h___lJ1J~_E:tLSLQN__L~_5 , (;) :iAP ( ~ ,6 J_ØØ~9 C M IS eOEFF INDcrR' l =1 IS SPfL RouTE ItmeTR FOR y =e (1) OfJL Yfj.ø1 ;:, M = 3 ..
ø øl 1 Me = M + 1
~~?.-C-.--___~_J_S.._Q.R12ErL._QF._cgE.FJ=: l-ÇJ-tëN_T._...DJ3J-L_________________________.______
øø~ 3 e Me IS J NUf.BER OF Y col U~~N
_r¿l1._~___.-r __ _____2tF.Q._¡\Ll ._11 R R(Y_5___
Ð0!5 D02I=1'M
ß 0 J 6 e LtL= fj ._8-_..__
eM~7 DO 2 J=1'MC
_!:_.~'_~_S.. __.______.A(.I '~__'=H .0__. ______________Øí.i~9 2 APII'J)=f:.ø
__!'P,;;~-;_ _A.U,i1 =N -----____._____u______.___.__ _____...n ____.. ____.m
¡:¡ f, ( .1 e A I seD r r Fie I FIn r.' t. T R I X
¡; Gc' 2 C AP ---\.~._f?B.J_tlt_ --ls-Ll.;K_nJ_~8.:L.Y AJr; Ù''-____._________ ._____.____ ___ _____
fj f5 ~ 3 C C ( J ) , J = 1 · MAR E C 0 E F Fie 1 EN T S (I F ii.' I , J), H ~ r: eFT f- E HJ:- E r. v,''' I ;; L E
__ D.L:~ 4_____1L_I(:'CR___:__..-)_______.____________________u.__nn. ___________r:;2~5 I=l
_.Ø_f:~.6.DO 18 J=?,~' ______...____.__.. .._u__ ___
:1(~c'7 IX¡: = J-i HJeR
_ fi r:c' 8 ____._.___ __fL9_.l s-__.,_~=-_b.!!L
n C~ 9 1 8 A ( I , J ) = t. i I , J ) ., x ( J J ) .¡ l I X P
__2 _fj?:.~. C C. A ~,it4 0 T Ir-; Cl U qt-_J_= ~SI r l-C_E .!JJ.Y_Z rll9_ T C_._;-_rX-l., PO_ .!:l T ,o, Ll (¡,~ u.
fø?1 DO 19 i=?,M
-~~~?_____. ..___ i N.c R = Itl ( R + 1 ... _ _______. ___ ___________ __no __ ___ _uç; i~.~ 3 DO 19 J =1 , f'
ß fP 4 _-E~J-i i~icRDA~5 DO 19 JJ=l.N
_J~X:?_~______~9. fI_( I!J~.:L~l_,_.J) -I X (JJ) l ~-i XPØØ?7 DO 2Ø JJ=1,N
-- 15 l:2_8u___ 2C_,~.(1 ,f'_e) =_A( -i!l-~f_i2.Y~i_J_i___.._____.____________ ___ ._h_no-_..ØØ?9 DO 21 1=2 'i~
Be";, IXP=I-111 ø~j 1 DO 21 JJ= 1. 'N .
_I? WI 2 . 21A ( I , f.' C) = A( I · M C I:' Y ,IJJ llX_! J JI** I XP __
MWl3 C THIS FILLS ARR~Y. NOW SOLVE FOR C(J' ry CROUT RECUCTION
_._¡;Uj~l 4_ DO 22 1=1, ~~ _ ______ . __ u _ _______
ø !3/j 5 22 II P ( ! . 1 ) = 1\ ( I '1 )
~I¡;q 6 _ne¿ 23 J=? d-~e
o ø/j 7 23 A P i 1 , J ) = A ( 1 , J ) I II ( 1 ' 1 )
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~PAGE ØØØ2 HeRFT '5005 - FORTRAfi~.9Me.J_l-_R
øø~ 8 DO 28 J=¿ ,Me.
Jø'¡ 9 DOu_2_8_I;£_~~_ØØ?9J 5=Ø.Ø
ø ø~ 1 i-U ::_JJ___26 '24 · 211ØØ~2 24 MA = J-l .ØØ~3 DO 2'1 K:l,MAØØ~4 255=5+APII'K)'ApIK,J)
ø ø~ 5 A P.__~U_J_L=____~I_L!_J.) - 5ØØ~6 GO TO 28
.. ~ 72._-l A _:;-iiØØ?8 D027K=1.MA
ø ¡:~ 9 .2..;;5.:A-P.J..JU~~ , ,J )øøbr; AP.l,J) = lAlJ'J) -5)/API!,ii
-løb J__2B__Ç.9 NT ljiU_L:_Øßb2 e(M)=API~,Me)
_-r~ßb ~________.DO.3 Ø__I _=2..'.M __________._____RØ~4 5:Ø.Ø!~ Øb 5 ~.~J-~1.f2_
eß~6 ~P=~A-l
_JJi~_J DO 29 _ K =MA '.L_._ __ _______________._______.______________ ___.____ --- -- - .
~ 0t 8 2 9 5 = S tAP L ~ 8 , K J * elK)
__¡~_f:~.2_ __ __ 3 ø C q.'B ):_ J'f? (~~lj,__f!_C.L ':__5_._ __.__n________. ______________ ----- -- -- .. - .-
~a! RETURNun ( 1 END
--,--'---"-'--'- . - -._---_._----- ---_.._---~-
~ l NO ERROf~:S.
___"_"0__.-__- _.. _.____________...__________________ ..-"-----.-"--- ------. -- ._- ..._- -----
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PAGE ØØØ1 XOOS - FORTRAN iv CO~~IJ~R
ØØlcl C YP..1
ø øl' 2 C INLE!lP.QL~1J_9_N_XUI'U_i-9N
øøø 3 C WR i TTEN BY HANK PERK INS
--~4 FUNCTION yp.\XP'X,y,Nl
. ø ßk1 5Di ~;E-NS-I ON-'-X-li.-i-Y"i 1 )
ø Øl1 6 Y a( X Q , Xl ' Y 1 , X 2 · Y:2' = CY 2,. ( X a - Xl J - Y 1 ~ ( X 0 - X 2 ) J I ( X? - Xl JØØ~7 IF~N-l) 1Ø'10'20
ØØ~8 lØ CQNii~UE
ø ø~ 9 yp = y C 1 ,
ø ø! r R-_ETUB~L_m
ØØ:il 2ß CONTIrWEØØ12 IF~XP.:XJ.2iJ 3'193",4::
øØ~ 3 3Ø CONTINUE
ØØ! 4 _ YP :;__y_a_t)(-l.!__X_U~.1l.-,~-i;;! ,..yJ..J.J__________n_____.__________ _____.____
øø:i 5 RETURN
_~_ø.!J)______ _9.0_ _ Ç_O_NTIr¡LJE. _._______________________.________.__________________n.____ _ _ _
l:Ø!-7 IF_IXP-XCN)) 6\J,5'-'5('ø ø1 8 5fLc.9.HIJLl.f_____________________.
f) ø:i 9 Y P :: Y Q ( X P ,X ( N - 1 ) , Y C N -1 , ,X ( N) 'Y I f'~) )
___Ü_0i'n'__._n__ RETURN_ mu____________________n___ __n _____ m________ _n___.__
!: øt: 1 6Ø CONTI r ;UE
__Q_0_'E~_________ DO 7o__ i::l 'N_____ __._____ ______1\ ø ~ 3 IF .( X P - x C Il ) 8 it , '3 ,; , 7:-
Ý; ii t 4 7 l'_ CON TI .lJ,_E-__
0ßS'5 80 COt.;TI¡:UE
_~ ø::--,___________.,_: _.._______________________._______________________ ______ ____.__ ___._ ___ ___ ______ __ __S3~7 YP = YQIXp,x(,r1),YC,j-1',X(J),Y(J)j
__ rî0.~fL____ _ RETURN______n__________._______ __ n__
íõ 'j~ 9 (tJ (j




DETECTION PROBABILITIES OF WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
CYCLE COUNTER
The detection probabilities of the Woods Hole oceanographic
Institution cycle counter can be calculated by considering the
problem of detecting a sine wave in the presence of Gaussian
noise. This treatment is sufficient because the estimate of
phase is not based on the optimum estimator
s2 (t)
si(t)
where sl (t) and s2 (t) are the quadrature components of the
input to the phase detector; the estimat~ of phase is based
on the signs of si (t) and s2 (t). The detection probabilities
of the sine component will be developed for illustration.
ø = tan-l
The corresponding probabilities of the cosine component can
be developed in a similar manner with identical results.
Consider a sine wave in the absence of noise
s (t) = A (t) sin ø (t) . .
The amplitude A(t) varies slowly compared with the phase Ø(t)
and can be considered a constant. The phase can be assumed
uniformly distributed
p (Ø) = 1/21T ,i ø I -( 1\
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The phase detector output in the presence of noise will be
denoted by z (t) = s (t) + n (t) where the noise is normally
distributed:
1 2 2-n /2 a:
n
e
.c( = r.m.s. noise voltage.np (n) -
-ý2 ern
The probability density p (z) may be found by the convolu-
tion of p (s) and p (n) assuming statistical independence of the









(z-n) 2 j- Y;2
L. .A
dn
This integral has several representations (see 01 i shevskii,
1967) but is approximately a constant near z = 0 for Aia;). ). 1.
Figure 8a illustrates the shape of this probability density
A2as a function of the parameter q2 = . 20(2 .
. n
The probability of error is a weighted sum of the proba-
bilities of false alarm P (FA) and false dismissal P (FD) . The
cycle counter decides that the signal is positive when the
voltage exceeds some threshold VT ~ 0.. Simílarly the decision
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that the signal is negative occurs when the voltage is less
than some negative threshold -VT (0. A "false alarm" occurs
when the signal is below the threshold and the signal plus
noise exceeds the thresholds:
IZ (t) I ~ VT given IS(t)1 ( VT .
The probability of this event, P (FA) i is approximately the same
as the probability that the noise will exceed the thresholds







= 2 J ~~ exp
V /Í V21TTt(n
( _x2 /2) dx,
area in Figure 8b and is given by the
A false dismissal occurs when the signal is above the
thresholds but the signal plus noise is below the. thresholds:
IZ (t) I -( VT given Is (t) I ) VT. The probability of this event
P (FD), is approximately the same as the probability that the
signal plus noise is below the thresholds for any signal. This





In the region of interest p (z) can be approximated by a constant
1p (z) ~ -, A/~ )) 1, V T/ (..( 1 ifr  . n A.
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.4 a q2=0
be: .3 / 2 '
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-8 4 6 8 Z/o-n
Figure 8. Probability Densities of Signal plus Noise
p (z) and noise p (n) .
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The probability of false dismissal can then be found
P (FD):= 2VT =In A




It can be seen that an increase in the threshold vol tage-
to-noise ratio vTI d will increase the probability of false
n
dismissal and decrease the probability of false alarm for _ a
given signal-to-noise ratio. Since the losses assigned to
these errors are approximately equal, the optimum threshold













The expression on the left hand side of equation (10) is a
tabulated function of vTI C(n and can be solved by trial-and-
error for various values of the signal power-to-noise ratio
SIN = A2/2 (In 2 (see Table 7).
The probability of error P in determining the sign of the
e
signal is given by the following expression for the optimum
threshold setting:
P e = 1/2 L P (FD) + P (FA) J = P (FD) · (11 )
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TABLE 7
10 log SIN V T Id- p a2e ø",n
12 1.40 .158 .366
c_ __.__..____~'1
18 1.67 .095 .208
24 1.92 .055 .116
30 2.16 .031 .064
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An error in the cycle cou~t, i.e. the number of quadrants
of phase change between two successive cycles can be caused by
an error in either or both of the quadrature components. When
an error (false alarm or false dismissal) occurs in only one
component the cycle count will be in error by 11 quadrant.
When an error occurs in both components the cycle count will be
in error by 12 quadrants. The following probability of cycle
count error can be calculated from the probability of error Pe
previously determined by eqùation (11) ~
P ( e= 0 ) = ( 1 - P e) 2
P (e=1l) = 2Pe(1-Pe)
2
= PeP (e=12)
The variance in the nth sample can be calculated as follows
0: 2 = P(e=O) (0)2 + P(~=1l) (1)2 + P(e=12) (2)2Ø'n
2
= 2P e (l-P e) + 4Pe = 2Pe (l+P e) .
The variance of error in the measurement of accumulated phase











where fs is the sampling frequency. For a sampling frequency
of 10 Hz arid an interval of 1 hour =' 3600 seconds the standard
error in the measurement of øT is oø ~ 190 GØn'T
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Table 7 lists the values of Pe, ~n2 and the optimum
threshold-to-noise ratios for various signal-to-noise ratios
typically encountered in practice. The variance is calculated
assuming that the bias is zero or negligible. This assumption
is valid when the velocity relative to a beacon is small.
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE CALCULATION OF SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
In general the signal-to-noise level will decrease as the
range between a sound source (e.g. CW beacon) and a receiver
(e.g. ship transducer) increases. A sample calculation is
made to demonstrate the realtionship between signal-to-noise
ratio at the source (SIN) Sf the range between source and receiver
R~ and signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver i (SIN) r. The
signal level of the CW beacons in the present configuration of
the pulse-Doppler system is 166 dB (re: 1 j/ Pa). A typical
ambient sea noise level in sea state 3 is 44dB/HZ (re: 1 ~ Pa)
or 54 dBI10 Hz (see Urick, 1967).. The signal-to-noise level in
a 10 Hz band is therefore 112 dB. Transmission losses are
assumed due to spherical spreading and attenuation. The loss
due to spherical spreading is 20 log R where R is the range in
meters. The attenuation of a 13 kHz signal is approximately
1 dB/km. The signal-to-noise level at the receiver (SIN) r isI -3therefore: 10 10g(S N)r = 112 dB - 20' log R - R x 10 . For
a horizontal range of 10 km and water depth of 5 km the range
between a bottom-moored source and a surface receiver is
approximately
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R = (52 + 102) 1/2 x 103 = 11.2 x 103 m
The (SIN) in decibels is thereforer
10 10g(S/N)r = 112 - 81.0 - 11.2 = 19.8 dB.
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